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Introduction

The concept of absolute continuity for functions of one real variable

(defined on an open set Q ç R) arises very naturally in connection with the

problem of characterizing the largest class of functions u: Q -> R for which
there exists f eLl(Q, loc) such that the Leibnitz-Newton formula

(0.1) u(b) - u(a) j f(x)dx

holds for any interval [a, b] c Q. Lebesgue's solution to this problem,
i.e. that (0.1) holds if and only if u is (locally) absolutely continuous,
establishes the most general (and natural) framework within which the
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus works.
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Over the years, the subject has continuously received a great deal of
attention. In particular, considerable effort in the literature was devoted to
generalizing this result in various respects; see for instance the monographs
[Wh], [Fe3], [Sa], [BM], [La], [Jul], [Zi], and the references therein.

One of the early recognized directions was to try to allow less regular
integrands by generalizing the Lebesgue integral. For instance, the existence

of derivatives which are not Lebesgue integrable was regarded as a

shortcoming of Lebesgue's integral and not as a pathology of the functions
under discussion. This point of view eventually led to the design of the

Denjoy-Perron integral in the 1910's (cf. e.g. [Sa], Chapters VI, VII).
For more recent developments along these lines we refer to the work
of Harrison [Ha], Henstock [H], Kurzweil [Ku], Pfeffer [PI, 2,3,4],
Mawhin [Ml, 2].

Nonetheless, there are other natural ways to extend Lebesgue's theorem to
higher dimensions and to extend its validity to more general integrands and

domains while still using the usual Lebesgue integral. See, for instance,

Whitney [Wh], Bochner [Bo], Shapiro [Shi, 2, 3] among others. Another very
important and influential work but having somewhat different aims is that
of Federer [Fel, 2, 3].

There are two major aspects of the corresponding problem in the pluri-
dimensional setting.

(i) The local problem (i.e. the validity aspect). Describe the class

of (n - l)-forms u on a domain Ü ç R" for which there exists a «-form

/ e Ll (Q, loc) such that the following local Stokes formula holds:

(0.2) I «=11 f, for any rectangle Q c Q
J dQ JJq

(ii) The global problem (i.e. the invariant aspect). Find some minimal
but also natural hypotheses on u so that the global Stokes formula

holds for a broad class of domains on C1 manifolds.
The main goal of this work is to identify the essential analytical and

geometrical assumptions needed to deal with (i) and (ii). To treat the local

problem we introduce the concept of absolute continuity for (n - l)-forms
in RL Being absolutely continuous turns out to be basically equivalent to the

fact that the local Stokes formula holds true. It is important to point out that
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our definition is quite natural for it is homogeneous in n and reduces to the

Lebesgue one when n 1. Moreover, several alternative characterizations

of this pluridimensional absolute continuity, much in the spirit of the

one-dimensional results, can also be established.

Turning our attention to the global problem, let us first note that, due

to the particular nature of the concept of rectifiability in the plane, the

2-dimensional case plays a special role in the literature. More concretely,

many theorems initially stated in Rn can be further improved if n 2

(see e.g. [P], [Lo], [JN]). However, since we shall try to formulate our main

results with no artificial hypotheses and in as general a context as possible,

we shall not attempt to single out this case in any way. Except for this

particularity, our solution to the global problem is considerably more general

than all the previously known forms of the Stokes theorem which go along
the same coordinates. Moreover, both the validity context and its proof
naturally reflect the scope of the theorem.

In addition to some necessary integrability assumptions, the differential
form u satisfying (0.3) is assumed to be absolutely continuous and the

singular set S (Q\Q) n supp u is supposed to have (n - l)-dimensional
Hausdorff measure zero, i.e. [in-i (S) 0. This should be compared, for
instance, with Whitney's solution to the global problem in which the

differential form u is assumed to be continuous and bounded outside of a

singular set S satisfying certain geometric and measure theoretic conditions

[Wh]. While these conditions do imply that i (S) 0, the converse
is, in general, false.

The key ingredient of the approach we present here is a localization method
enabling us to pass from local, and even from infinitesimal, to global which
we formalize and present in an axiomatic way. This is a synthesis as well as

a significant extension of several basic procedures utilizing subdivision
techniques. We refer to (the proofs of) Cousin's principle, Goursat's lemma,
Pompeiu's removability theorem, etc.

The layout of the paper is as follows. The class of absolutely continuous
differential forms is introduced and studied in § 1 and §2. Among other things,
here we show that for such forms the local Stokes formula is valid for arbitrary
compact Lipschitz domains in place of rectangles. The localization technique
alluded to earlier is devised in §3. Global forms of the Stokes formula are
obtained in §4 for Lipschitz domains in R" and, in invariant form, in §5.

The last two sections are devoted to applications. The main results of §6
give sufficient conditions under which the equalities du f and du f on
Q\A (where A is a certain null set with a special structure) taken in
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the pointwise or in the distribution sense are actually valid on the entire

domain Q. In particular, for / 0 and u function, we obtain very general

removability criteria for holomorphic functions of several variables.

Finally, in §7, we record the Clifford algebra version of the results

discussed in the previous sections: absolute continuity and the Leibnitz-
Newton formula for Clifford-valued functions, removability criteria for
monogenic functions, and the Pompeiu integral representation formula.

Before we begin the major part of this work, let us introduce some

notation and definitions commonly used in the sequel. A rectangle in R"
will be any simplex Q of the form Q : Y["k= l [aki bk], where

ak,bk e R, ak < bk for all k. The eccentricity of Q is given by

bi - at
p(Q):= sup

i ^ i, j ^ n bj aj

Note that p(Q) ^ 1 and that Q is a cube precisely for p(Q) 1. The

lower left-most corner of Q, (a\, an) eR", will be called the origin of Q,
whereas the upper right-most corner of Q, (bi, ...,bn) e R", the end-point
of Q. The traces of the hyper-planes {x;xk ak} and {x;xk bk} on Q
will be called the faces of Q. The collections of all rectangles contained in a

subset Q of R" will be denoted by &(Q).
A subdivision of a rectangle Q is a finite collection of rectangles (Qz)/ e/

having mutually disjoint interiors and such that u,- e / Q, Q. A subdivision

of Q will be called elementary if its elements can be obtained as the Cartesian

product of some fixed subdivisions of the factor intervals of Q.

More generally, the union P uieiQt of finitely many rectangles

(Qi)iei with mutually disjoint interiors is called a (compact) paved set,

and (Qi)iei is said to be a subdivision of the paved set P.
The Euclidean space R" is equipped with the usual metric ||x||2
<x, x) if x (xi, xn) e RL For S CR", we set

diam(S) : sup{ || x - y || ; x, y e £} and dS:=S\S. Also, comp(S)
will stand for the collection of all compact subsets of S. For 0 ^ r < n, p,.

will denote the r-dimensional Hausdorff measure in R", while Xn will stand

for the usual Lebesgue measure in R*. Finally, the (n - 1)-dimensional
and the «-dimensional Lebesgue integrals will be denoted by j and JJ,

respectively.
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1. Integral and absolute continuity and the local problem

Definition 1.1. A bounded subset Q of R77 is called a Lipschitz
domain if for any a e Q\Q, there exists an open neighborhood U

of a in R", a coordinate system (isometric to the canonical one)

(x*9xn} <= (Ou, ...,xn-i)>xn), and a Lipschitz continuous function
cp : R77-1 - R such that

Q n U {(x'9xn); cp(x') ^ xn} n U

Also, if the new coordinates are actually obtained by permuting the canonical

ones, then Q is called a simple Lipschitz domain.
o

Note that, the border of the domain Q, bQ: Q\Q, is either the empty
set or a (n - 1)-dimensional Lipschitz submanifold of R" (assumed with the

standard induced orientation).
Let now Q be a Lipschitz domain in R" and co an open set in R77-1.

A locally bi-Lipschitz mapping cp : co - Q is called Lipschitz embedding
provided cp maps co homeomorphically onto cp(co). Furthermore, if S is a

topological space, h: S x co -* Q is called a continuous family of Lipschitz
embeddings if hs : - h(s, * is a Lipschitz embedding for each fixed s e S,

and if the mappings

9 hs
(1.1) S 3 s^ — e L00(co, loc), I 1, ,..s n - 1

0X/

are continuous. Here L00 (co,loc) is endowed with the usual (Fréchet) topology
given by uniform convergence on compact subsets of co. Throughout this

paper S will actually always be a locally closed subspace of some R^.
Let Ll (Q, loc) stand for the vector space of differential forms with locally

integrable coefficients on Q. We consider this space endowed with the
usual (locally convex) topology.

Definition 1.2. A complex-valued (n - \)-form u defined on Q
is called integrally continuous if:

(1) the form u is locally (n - \)-integrable, i.e. cpis locally
integrable on co for any Lipschitz embedding cp : co - Q;

(2) the mapping S 3 s m- h* u e Ll (co, loc) is continuous, for any
continuous family of Lipschitz embeddings h: S x co - Q.

Examples. Let u(~ 1)'"1 Uidxxa• • • a£c, a • • • a be
a (n -l)-form on Q where, as usual, the symbol under the "hat" is
omitted in the product.
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(1) If for 1^/^/7 the functions ut | c are fi„_ !-integrable for any compact

set C C Q having \in_ i (C) < + oo, then u is locally (n - l)-integrable.
In particular, this is the case if are locally bounded.

(2) Suppose that there exists a set A C Q of zero (n - 1)-dimensional
Hausdorff measure such that u( |

(ßV4) is continuous (in the induced
topology) and W/|c^(q\a) is \^n-\ integrable for any l^i^n and any
compact set C C Q having \xn-\ (C) < + oo. Then u is integrally continuous
as well.

(3) For n 1, a (n - l)-form u is a function and, in this case, the
form u is integrally continuous if and only if the function u is continuous.

Recall the usual exterior derivative operator d. The main result of this
section is the following.

Theorem 1.3. Consider a Lipschitz domain Q in R". Let u be

an integrally continuous (n - \)-form on Q and let f be a locally
integrable n-form on Q. The following are equivalent.

(1) For any compact Lipschitz domain K c Q we have \QKu \\Kf.
(2) For any rectangle Q e we have \§Qu ffQf.
(3) du f in the distribution sense on Q.

Before we proceed with the proof of this theorem, we shall prove a

lemma. To state it, we need some more notation. Let x be a positive,
smooth, function supported in the closed unit ball in R" and normalized
such that \\^n%dx 1. For s > 0, set Qg : {x eRn; dist(x, 0Q) > s} and,

for any Oel1 (Q, loc), set

It is a well-known fact that ®£ e C°°(Q8) and that ®£-> ® in loc)

as s tends to zero. For a locally integrable form u on Q, uz is defined

componentwise.

Lemma 1.4. Let Q be a Lipschitz domain in Rn and let u be

an integrally continuous (n - l)-form on Q. Then:

(1) ueLl(Q, loc);

(2) (p*w£->(p*w in Ll(co, loc) as s approaches zero, for any
o

Lipschitz embedding (p : co - Q.

o

<Mx):= <D(x-ey)%{y)dy, x e Q,e

o
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Proof. For each sufficiently small 8 > 0, fixed for the moment, consider

the continuous family of Lipschitz embeddings

h: Qs x coE 9 (x, t) H- (xi + tlf + tn-X,xn)

where Qs, defined above, stands for the space of parameters and co£ stands

for a suitably small, open neighborhood of the cube [- s, s]"_1. Obviously,

(h*u)(t) 0(X! + tu ...9xn-i + tn-i,xn)dtx a • • • Adtn-l9 for some

function O. Since u is integrally continuous, the function

Oe (x) : s1I O (Xi + 11, xn _ i + tn-1, xn)dti a • • • a dtn- i
J [-8,6]«"!

is continuous on Q8. For any small, fixed x„, the Lebesgue differentiation

theorem yields that Os( •, x„) -> O(•, xn), as s 0, almost

everywhere with respect to the (n — 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure
o

on {x' e R"~1 ; (xr, xn) e Q}. Using Fubini's theorem we infer that
Oe -> O, as s - 0, almost everywhere on Q. Thus, O is ^„-measurable.

Next, let Q Q' x Qn be a rectangle in R"_1 x R which is contained
o

in Q, and consider the continuous family of Lipschitz embeddings

k: Qnx Q' 3 (xn,x') (x\xn) e Q

Hence, k* u <!>(•, xn)dxi a • • • a dxn_ i. As u is integrally continuous,
the mapping

Qn 3 xnr-> I I 0(x', xn) I dxi a • • • a^_j
J Q'

is continuous. In particular, the iterated integral

f| ®(xf, xn) I dx' a dxn
Q'

is finite. By Fubini's theorem, it follows that O is integrable on Q.

Now, if u= 1)'~1 Uidxi a • • • a dxt a • • • a dxn the above
reasoning gives that ux O is integrable on Q. Likewise, u2,...,un are
integrable on g, and u is thus locally integrable on Q.

To conclude the proof of (1) it suffices to show that any a e Q\à has
a compact neighborhood K in R" such that u is integrable onlnQ. To
see this, there is no loss of generality assuming that K is so that

K n Q {(x\xn)\x' e Q', <p(x') ^ x„ ^ (p(jc') + 8}
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where Q' is a rectangle in R*~ f, (p: R"~1 -> R is a Lipschitz function,
and s > 0 is some fixed, sufficiently small number. This time we take the
continuous family of Lipschitz embeddings

h': [0, s] x Q' s (s,x') (x', cp(x') + s) e Q

and proceed as before. Hence, (1) follows.
To see (2), let u £ ni l - 1)' ~1 ut dxx a • • • a dxt a • • • a dxn in Q, so

that we have cp*w (Ef.(t// o ^>)^i)dtl a • • • Adt„-i, where Of- are
measurable functions, locally (essentially) bounded on co. Similarly,

(£/((«/)8 ° Cp)4»i)^iA ••• /\d
Given a compact subset C of co, we consider the continuous family of

Lipschitz embeddings (s, 0 <p(0 - $» where t lies in an open
neighborhood of C and s lies in a small open ball centered at the origin of R".
Let also 0 > 0 be an arbitrary, fixed number. By the integral continuity
of u, there exists 8 > 0 such that

(1.2) I «.(<p(0 - sjO^/CO - S M,-Op(0)«MO
/ 1 / 1

X(y)dt < 0

for all I j I < 1 and 0 < s < 6. Since, by (1), the functions u, are locally
o

integrable on Q, the function

s" I '
j e>0,

o

is locally integrable on co x Q. Integrating (1.2) against dy over the closed

unit ball in R" and then changing the order of integration, we obtain

I I cp*ws - (p*w I d\in-1 ^ cnQ

for some cn> 0 depending only on n. Since 0 > 0 was arbitrary, the proof
of the lemma is therefore complete.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Obviously (1) implies (2). Next, assume that (2)
o

holds and let Q be an arbitrary rectangle in Rn contained in Q. It is then

straightforward to see that, for a sufficiently small 8 > 0,

[ "s » [[ /e
Jae ]]/
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Since ue is smooth, the standard form of Stokes formula gives that

\\0du& ff0/e. As Q was arbitrarily chosen, we see that duz /E on Qe

and, hence, by letting s go to zero, du — f in the distribution sense on Q.

Thus, (2) =* (3).

Finally, we consider the implication (3) => (1). Using a smooth partition of
unity, it is not difficult to see that matters can be reduced to verifying (1.1)

in the following cases:

(i) the support of u is included in the interior of K;

(ii) the domain K has the form

(1.3) {(*',**) e [0, l]"-1 x [0, 1];xn < (p(x')}

for some Lipschitz function cp : R"-1 (0, 1).

We present the proof in the second case, as the proof the first case goes

along the same lines and is somewhat simpler. Let us first note that, if Ke

is as in (1.3) except that (p has been replaced by ecp, with 0 < 8 < 1, on account
of the integral continuity of u we have

u lim I u
aK ]§KZ

Hence, it suffices to prove the statement with Ke in place of K or, in other
words, assuming that the compact domain K from (1.2) is actually contained

o

in Q. Furthermore, since by (1) due f& on Qs for all 8 > 0, and since

î H îî /s"îî f
Jak Jdx JJK JJX

as s -> 0 (the first convergence utilizes the integral continuity of «), there is

no loss in generality if we assume that u and / are smooth forms in a
neighborhood of K.

Consider now the bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism

Ä:[0, 1]"3 (x\xn) ^ (x',xnq)(x')) e K

From the change of variable formula ([Fe3], Theorem 3.2.3, p. 243) we have

u I h*u
ak J a [o, l] «

Also, a routine calculation shows that

(h*u) v(x',x„)+ I J w;(x',x„)8,cp(x')J dxx a • • •
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where the coefficients of the (n - l)-form u as well as (w/)/ are Lipschitz
functions. Clearly, the usual Stokes formula on [0, 1]" holds for u whereas,

for 1 ^ i ^ n - 1,

O/U', 1) - Wi(x', 0))di(p(x')dx'

ndwt(x', xn)
§i$(x')dx' Adxn

[0)i]/7-i dx„

Consequently, the Stokes formula holds for h*u on [0, 1]", so that

u I h*u \ I d(h*u) I 1 h*(du)
dK J 8[0, 1]" J J [0, 1] " J J [0, 1] "

IL,/'''!!/
and the proof is complete.

Definition 1.5. Let Q be a Lipschitz domain in R". An integrally
continuous {n — I)-form u on Q is called absolutely continuous on Q

o

if d(u I q), taken in the distribution sense, is integrable on K for any
compact subset K of D.

Note that if u Z/Li(_ 1 utdxi a • • • a.clxi a • • • a dxn and ut are,
for instance, locally Lipschitz on Q, then u is absolutely continuous on Q.

A simple consequence of Theorem 1.3 and of the above definition is

the next.

Theorem 1.6. If K is a compact Lipschitz domain in R" and u

is an absolutely continuous (n - I)-form on K, then

u I I du
dK i i k

2. Characterizations of the pluridimensional absolute continuity

Theorem 1.3 suggests the possibility of characterizing pluridimensional
absolute continuity of (n - l)-forms in a way similar to Lebesgue's definition

of absolute continuity of functions on the real line (i.e. without involving the

exterior derivative operator). This is made precise in the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.1. Let Q be an open subset of R" and let u be

a (n - \)-form which is locally (n - \)-integrable on Q. The following
are equivalent.

(1) There exists a locally integrable n-form f on Q such that

du f in the distribution sense on Q.

(2) There exists a locally integrable n-form f on Q such that

leg" Wo f>f°r any Q 6 ^(Q)-
(3) There exists a locally integrable n-form g on Q such that

Ifag^KHg#. for any Qe M(Q).

(4) For any Q e JS(Q) and any s > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that

< 8

ieJ Ja Qi

or any subdivision (Qi)iei of Q and any Jcl for which

E/e j^n(Qi) ^ 6.

In particular, Theorem 1.3 and the above result show that an integrally
continuous (n - l)-form u on Q is absolutely continuous on Q if it satisfies

one of the above equivalent conditions. However, let us note that, without
the integral continuity condition, u with (l)-(4) above is not necessarily

absolutely continuous, except for n 1.

Here is a simple counterexample in R2. If % is the characteristic function
of {(1 - t, t); 0 ^ t ^ 1} C R2, then u : %dx2 is locally 1-integrable and
satisfies (1) - (4) in the above theorem, without being absolutely continuous
on Q: R2.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Clearly, all we need to show is that (4)

implies (1). For each rectangle Q contained in Q we set

(2.1) p(Q):sup | L " ; (Qi)iei an elementary subdivision of Q
lie/ J 90/

Note that | J8Q u | ^ p(ß) < + oo for any rectangle Q. Also, since Q i-> J8Q u
is rectangle-additive, i.e. \dQu E/e/laQiu for anY rectangle Q and any
subdivision (Q/)/ e / of Q-> so is p. Therefore, it makes sense to extend p

by setting

(2-2) POP) := E P(Qi),
i e I
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for any paved set P contained in Q and any subdivision (Q/)/Gi of P-
The rectangle-additivity of p ensures that this extension is consistent
with (2.1) and that (2.2) is independent of the particular choice of the
subdivision (g/)/6/ of P. Going further, we extend p to comp(Q) by setting

p(K) := inf{p(P); P paved set, K c P}, K e comp(Q)
By (4), this extension is continuous in the sense that p(£y) p{K)
whenever (.Kv)v is a nested sequence of compact sets in Q such that
nvKv K.

Now, for each multi-index a e N" and for each k e N we
consider the cube Qk,a •' [0, 2 ~k]n + 2 ~ka, and the set of multi-indices
Ik {a g N*;Qk,a Ç ^}- Moreover, for any complex-valued, continuous
and compactly supported function \j/ on Q, we set

J*(\|/): {et e Ik; supp \j/ n Qk,a * 0}
and

Pk(\]/):= U Qk,a -

a e Ik(\|/)

It follows that Pk+1 (\|/) c Pk(y) for any k e N and that nkPk(\\f) suppij/.
Next, we define

Mv) := £ i|/(2-*a) I

J 9ôt,a

Clearly, sk is a C-linear functional on C0(Q) which satisfies

iMv) f< p(A(V)) suplv I, v 6 C0(ß)
Q

Finally, we introduce p : C0 (Q) C by setting

p (v|/) : lim sk (\|/), i|/ e C0 (Q)
k

where the existence of the limit easily follows from the uniform continuity
of \j/. As p is C-linear and satisfies | p(\|/) | ^ p(supp\i/) || y ||Loo, we infer
that p is a complex-valued Radon measure on Q.

Fix Q e &(Q) and take \j/v e C0(Q) a sequence of real-valued functions
such that 0 < \|/v < 1 on Q, \pv 1 on a neighborhood of Q,

supp\j/v + i c supp\|/v and nvsupp\}/v Q. From the definition of p it is not
difficult to see that

^ p(supp\|/v) - p(Q)p(\|/v) - I u
a q
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Hence, on account of the continuity of p, we see that \Qd\x for

any Q. With this at hand and by once again using the hypothesis (4), we

conclude that p is absolutely continuous with respect to the «-dimensional

Lebesgue measure Xn. Therefore, if /eL^Qjloc) denotes the Radon-

Nikodym-Lebesgue density of p with respect to X„, we have that

[
u dii-[ f /

J 9Q Jo J J Q

for any Q e JP(Q). Using this, Theorem 1.3 finally implies that du f in the

distribution sense on Q, and this concludes the proof of the theorem.

Remark 2.2. Inspection of the proof also shows that p(.K)
\K I /1 dXn for any compact subset K of Q, and that | /1 ^ g a.e.

on Q.

An integrally Lipschitz (n - \)-form in Q is a locally (n - l)-integrable
form « for which there exists M > 0 so that

<MX„(Q)

for each Q e &(Q). Note that any integrally Lipschitz (n - l)-form u in Q
satisfies the equivalent conditions in Theorem 1.3.

3. A MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE

The purpose of this section is to prove a localization theorem which plays
a significant role in the sequel. Here, our approach is of an abstract nature.

Let c& be a fixed metric space. In general, for an arbitrary set E, we
shall denote by yçE) the collection of all finite families of subsets of E,
and by 9"(E) the collection of all subsets of y(E).

Definition 3.1. A rectangular system on At? is a subset & of
compfA together with an application div:^-> :7\.A) satisfying the
following:

(V If Q £ & and (Qi)ieI e div(Q), then Qi Q Q for any i e I;
(2) For any Q e & and any s > 0, there exists (.Q/)/e / e div(Q)

so that diam(<2/) < s for every i e /.
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The elements of will be called rectangles, whereas the elements of
div(Q), for Q e 1%, will be called the subdivisions of Q. Later, we shall also
need the following.

Definition 3.2. A rectangular system (^, div) is said to be full if
for any Qe M and any Rx, Rm e & with Rv c Q, 1 ^ v ^ m,
there exists a subdivision (Q/)/e/ of Q and, for each v, a subset 7V

of I suchthat (Q/)/e/v is a subdivision of Rv.

Let div) be a rectangular system on A complex valued function cp

defined on M is said to be additive if (p(Q) — D/6/(p(Q/) for any
subdivision (Q/)/ 6 / of Q. Similarly, a real-valued function 5" defined on & is

called subadditive if s(Q) ^ E/g/^CQ/) f°r any subdivision (Q/)/e/ of Q.
The function s is called superadditive if — s is subadditive.

Definition 3.3. Let (p be additive and s superadditive on M.
A subset A C <££ is said to be (cp, s)-negligible if for any Q e M and

any 8 > 0, there exist a subdivision (ß/)/6/ of Q and a subset J
of I so that Qi n A 0 for any i e I\J, and such that

Z <P (Qi)< Z + S

We are now in a position to state in precise terms the localization principle
alluded to in the introduction.

Theorem 3.4. Let (.^, div) be a rectangular system on the complete
metric space <L&. Also, let (p be an additive function on s a super-
additive function on and let A C be a countable union of
(cp, s)-negligible subsets of LL. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) I cp (Q) I ^s(Q) for all QeM;
(2) there exists a positive, superadditive function t on M so that

I <P (Ô) I ^ s(Q) whenever t(Q) 0 and such that, for any nested sequence

of rectangles (ßv)v having t(Qv)>0 for all v, and nvQv {a}
for some a e <£?\ A, we have

r J <p(ôv) I - S(Qv) ^ Alimmf < 0 ;

f(ßv)
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(3) there exists a positive, superadditive function t on .3$ and,

for any a e <£'\A and any s > 0, an open neighborhood # of a

in &F such that

I cp(Q) I ^ s(Q) + zt(Q) »

for any rectangle Q included in % and containing a.

Furthermore, the above conditions still remain equivalent with | cp • I

replaced by cp.

Note the analogy of this result with the maximum principle from

potential theory (the additive and subadditive functions correspond to the

harmonic and subharmonic functions, respectively, whereas % appears as a

kind of ideal boundary of M).
Let us also point out that for t constant, Theorem 3.4 is essentially

a principle for passing from local to global, while for t constant a principle
for passing from infinitesimal to global.

Proof of Theorem 3.4. Obviously, (1) implies (2). Moreover, a straightforward

reasoning by contradiction shows that any function t satisfying
the hypothesis (2) will automatically do for (3).

We are therefore left with (3) => (1). Once again, we shall reason
by contradiction. To this effect, assume that there exists a rectangle Q
such that I cp(2) | > s(Q). In particular, this implies that t(Q) > 0. Now
fix s > 0, small enough so that

I <P(Ô) I - s(Q) > e*(Q) »

and set sv : (2 _ 1 + 3 ~ 1 ~v)e. Let A u^0v4v, where Av is a (cp, s)-negligible

subset of for each v e N. In particular, since A0 is (cp, s)-negligible,
there exist a subdivision (2/)/e/ of Q and a subset J of I for which
Qi n A0 0, when i e A/, and such that

(3.1) £ <p ^ E s(Ô,-) + l<p(Q)|-.s(ô)-e/(Q).

Next we claim that we cannot have | cp(2/) I s(Qi) + £(T(2/) f°r all
/ e I\J. To prove the claim, we remark that since t is positive and super-
additive, this would lead to

E I<P(Q/)I< E s(Q0 so E tiQi)
^ /e/\j i e I\J ieI\J

< E s+ £o
/ 6 I\J
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In turn, since (p is additive and 5 superadditive, a simple combination
of (3.1) and (3.2) would imply that 0 ^ 80t(Q) - zt(Q), which is a
contradiction. Consequently, one can find an index i0 e I\ J for which

I <p(Ô/0) I > s(Qio) + sot(Qio)

Because Qio and A0 are disjoint it follows that it is possible to find a

rectangle R0 c Q which does not intersect A0, has diam(i?0) < 1, and
such that

I q>(£<>) I ^ s(ßo) + Eo^O^o) •

Continuing this inductively, one can construct a sequence of nested

rectangles {i?v}v such that Rv does not meet Av, diam(i?v) ^ 2~v, and

I cp(Rv) I > s(Rv) + 8vt(Rv) ^ s(Rv) + - t(Rv)
2

for any v e N. But then nvi^v — {a} for some a e A and this

contradicts (3). The proof is finished.

We shall also use the following version of the Theorem 3.4.

Theorem 3.5. Let (J5, div), A, cp, s be as in Theorem 3.4 and

assume that t is a positive, superadditive function on M. Then, the

following conditions are equivalent:

(1) for any relatively compact open subset Q of there exists

M > 0 such that | cp(Q) | ^ s(Q) + Mt(Q) for all Q e M with Q c Q;

(2) I cp (Q) I ^ s(Q) whenever t(Q) 0 and for any nested sequence

of rectangles {Qv}v having t(Qv) > 0 for all v, and nvQv {a}

for some a e A, we have

v
l<P(Qv) I - *(Qv)

limsup < + oo ;

t(Qv)

(3) for any a e <s£\ A there exist an open neighborhood % of a

in <& and M > 0 such that

I <P(Ô) I < s(Q) + Mt(Q)

for any rectangle Q included in % and containing a.

The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 3.4 and we omit it.
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4. The global Stokes formula for simple Lipschitz domains in R"

A (n - l)-form u on R" is said to be uniformly locally (n - \)-integrable

on QçR" if it is locally (n - l)-integrable and, for any compact subset K
of Rn and any s > 0, there exists a positive 8 S(K, s) such that

whenever C is a (n — 1)-dimensional Lipschitz submanifold C of R" which

is contained in K n Q and has \x,n-\ (C) < 8.

Examples include (n - l)-forms with locally bounded coefficients, or

exhibiting isolated singularities of the type ||x||~a,a<«- 1.

Let us recall the notion of simple Lipschitz domain introduced in the last

part of Definition 1.1. The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 4.1. Let Q be a simple Lipschitz domain in R", and
let u be a compactly supported (n - I)-form in R" which is uniformly
{n - locally integrable on RL Assume that u is absolutely continuous
on Q and that the singular set

has (n - 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure zero.
Then, if u is integrable on bQ and du (in the distribution sense)

is integrable on Q, we have

To prove this theorem, we shall need an auxiliary lemma. Two
Lipschitz domains Qi,Q2 in R" will be called almost transversal if
p„_i (Z?Qi n bQ2) 0. Let Q be a Lipschitz domain in R" and let & stand
for the collection of all rectangles of R" which are almost transversal to Q.
Next, assume that u is a (n - l)-form compactly supported on R", uniformly
locally (n - l)-integrable on R77, and integrable on bQ. Also, let / be a
locally integrable «-form on R" and consider the complex-valued mapping (p

defined on ^ by

(4.1) U <8
C

SA(u) : (Q\Q) n supp u
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Lemma 4.2. Let Q, «, /, cp as above and assume that

TA(u) : (Q\Q) n supp u has Hausdorff (n - 1)-dimensional measure

zero. 772e« t/îe following hold.

(1) & together with the usual subdivisions is a full rectangular system

on Rn.

(2) If P is a &-paved set and (Qi) tmi is a subdivision of P, then

E <p (Qi) =1 " + I "—II /•
ieI J PnbQ J Q n dP i i P n Q

In particular, cp is additive.

(3) The set fA(u) is (cp, 0)-negligible.

Proof. For each k 1, 2, n, let Ak be the collection of all ceR
having the property that

n«-i({* (X\,e bQ;xk cj) > 0

Since Xn{bQ) 0, it follows by Fubini's theorem that Ak has Lebesgue

measure zero in R for any k.

Consider now Q,R\, ...,Rm e & such that Rv c Q for all v. Let

(ai,...,a„) be the origin of Q, and (bi,...,bn) the end-point of Q.

Similarly, for each v, (a\, avn) will stand for the origin of Rv, whereas

(b\,...,bvn) will denote the end-point of Rv. The almost transversality
hypothesis implies that ak, bk, a\,b\ e R\^ for all v, k.

Now, since Xx(Ak) - 0, for any a priory given s > 0, we can select a

finite sequence of real numbers xvk
ak e R\Ak, ak 0, ...,pk, such that

Ok *I,o < < *\Pk bk

and, finally, so that a\ and b\ are among the numbers {xvk^k}ak. It is

then easy to see that, for e sufficiently small, the rectangles

n

Q(a„ II With 1 < ^
k= 1

form an elementary subdivision of Q which contains a subdivision of 7?v

for each 1 ^ v < m. This completes the proof of (1).

Going further, (2) is immediate in the case in which the family (<2/)/e/

comes from an elementary subdivision of a larger rectangle containing P.

Thus, the general case then easily follows from this and (1).
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Next we turn our attention to (3). Fix Q e a compact subset of

Q\ ^(u)and e > 0. Since u)has (n - l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure

zero, it is thus possible to select finitely many rectangles

which do not intersect K, their interiors cover Q n and such that

m

L |t„_i(0i?v) < £
V 1

Then P: uV(Q n Rw) is a ^-paved set contained in Q which does

not intersect K and has the property that p„_i(0P)<8. Since M is

full, we can find an elementary subdivision (Ö/)/e/ of Q an^ a subset J
of I for which P uieJQi. In particular, we note that this implies

Qi n 5^(w) 0 for i e I\J. Using (2), we can write

S <P(Q;) =1 u+ -/•ieJ J p nbQ Jon9P

Now, since u is integrable on bQ and / is integrable on Q, the first and the

third terms from above can be made arbitrarily small by choosing K large

enough. Furthermore, by taking s sufficiently small and using the fact
that u is uniformly locally (n - 1)-integrable, the second term can also be

made arbitrarily small. The proof of the lemma is therefore finished.

Proofof Theorem 4.1. Since in the conclusion of the theorem u intervenes

only through its values on Q, there is no loss of generality assuming
that u 0 on R"\Q, i.e. that supp u ç Q (note that this does not alter

o o

the hypotheses either). We set f: du in Q, zero in R"\Q, and adopt the
notation introduced in Lemma 4.2. Clearly, it is enough to prove that

9(0) 0 for any ße J. First, let us observe that from (the proof of)
Theorem 1.3 this is immediate for rectangles of the following two types:

(1) Q C Q or u 0 on Q;

(2) after suitably permuting the coordinates in R77,

Qn Q {x (x',xn);x'eQ'and < ^ 9(x') <

where QQ'x[a„,bn] and 0: R"_1 -» (ais a Lipschitz function.
On the other hand, the compact set 9*(u) has zero |i„ ,-measure and,
hence, by Lemma 4.2, is (<p, 0)-negligible. Consequently, using Theorem 3.4
with s t0, it suffices to show that any point has an open
neighborhood -'// in R" such that q>(R)0 for all rectangles included
in % and containing a. By possibly relabeling the coordinates first, we can
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find an open rectangle (/ in R" and a Lipschitz function 0:R*-1->R
such that

UnQ=Un{x= (x\xn);xn ^ 0(x')}

Now let R R' x [an, bn\ e M be a fixed rectangle contained in U9

where R' is a rectangle in R77-1 and a„, bn e R, an < bn. Denote by the
collection of all rectangles Q' from R77-1 which are contained in R\ having

P(Q') ^P(R') + 1 and such that Q' x [an, bn] e Then, with the
usual subdivisions, (^', div) becomes a rectangular system on i?'.

Next, we introduce the mapping \j/: - C by setting

V(g') : cp(g' x [an,bn])9 Q' e

Thus, everything comes down to proving that \j/ vanishes identically on
Let us consider the following compact set in R77:

A' := R' n (0_1(aw) u 0_1(£/O)

If a rectangle g' e does not meet A', then the rectangle

Q'x[an,bn\e& is either of type (1) or (2) from above, so that,
at any rate, \jz(g') 0.

Since cp is additive, so is \|/ and, by the equivalence (1) & (3) in
Theorem 3.4 with s ^ t 0, it suffices to prove that A' is (\j/, 0)-negligible.
To this end, let Q' e and let (gz')/e/ be a subdivision of Q' such

that 8Z: diam(g-) < 8, for all /, for some positive 8. We also introduce

J:={ieI;Q;n(d-Han) u0-'(U * 0}
For each i e J we have that at least one of the sets Q\ n0_1(ß„),
Q\ n 0 ~1 (bn) is empty provided 8 is sufficiently small. Assuming that this is

the case, we set

Qi : Q\ x [an9an + 8ZM]

if g; n O"1^) 0, and

Qi' Qi X [é„ - 8/M,

if g- n 0 ~1 (Z?„) ^ 0. Here M stands for the (essential) supremum
of I V 0 I on R'. Then P : u,- ejQi is a ^-paved set having

(4.2) n„_, (07») < C I n„-,(0f)
i e J

for some positive constant C depending exclusively on 0 and 7? Furthermore,
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as <p(Q) 0 for any Q of the types (l)-(2) described above, and since (p is

additive, it follows that \|/ (Q ') (p (Q/) for any * G J- particular,

I v(Q,') - |<P(P)|< L " + Î- " + ÎÎ '
| 6 J J a n 9 P v p nbQ J J P n Q

By (4.2), the uniformly local (n - l)-integrability of u, the integrability

of u on bQ and the integrability of / on Q, the right hand side of the above

equality can be made arbitrarily small, provided £f6 j\in-1 (QD is

sufficiently small. However, since A' has Lebesgue measure zero in R"-1,
this can be readily taken care of and this completes the proof of the

theorem.

Remark 4.3. As an inspection of the proofs shows, Theorem 4.1

and Lemma 4.2 continue to hold in the case when the locally (n - l)-integrable

form u is uniformly (n - l)-integrable only in a small neighborhood

of 9"(u).

5. The global form of the Stokes formula on C1 manifolds

In this section we shall present a coordinate free version of the main result

of section 4. Throughout this section, we let M be a fixed, oriented, Hausdorff,
differentiable manifold of class C1, and real dimension n.

Definition 5.1. A subset Q of M is called a C1 domain if for
o

any a e Q\Q, there exist an open neighborhood U of a in M and

a C1 diffeomorphism f (/i, /2, /„) of U onto an open

neighborhood V of the origin in R", such that

Un Q {x e U;fn(x) ^ 0}
o

Clearly, the border of the domain Q,bQ:= Q\Q is either the empty
set or a («- 1)-dimensional C^-submanifold of M assumed with the

standard induced orientation. Note that a simple application of the implicit
function theorem shows that any C1 domain is also a Lipschitz domain
in RL

It is not difficult to see that the class of Lipschitz domains described
in Definition 1.1 is not invariant under the action of bi-Lipschitz diffeo-
morphisms of RL In particular, Theorem 4.1 cannot be reformulated
invariantly. To remedy this, for the rest of this section we shall slightly adjust
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our previous definitions to the C1 framework by carrying out the following
simple modification. That is, whenever applicable, we shall replace "Lipschitz
embedding" by "C1-embedding", i.e. Lipschitz embeddings which are C1

functions. Note that, in particular, the condition (1.1) is in this case equivalent
with the continuity of the functions

dh(s,x)
: S x œ -> Q, i — 1,2, n - 1

dXi

Assuming this modification, all the previously introduced notions become

invariant to C1 diffeomorphisms and, hence, meaningful on C1 manifolds.
More specifically, we make the following.

Definition 5.2. Let Q be a C1 domain of M. A(n-X)-form u
is said to be absolutely continuous (uniformly (n - \)-locally integrable)
on Q if for any point P e Q there exists a local coordinate map
h:U~+Rn of M with PeU such that {h~l)*u is absolutely
continuous (uniformly (n - 1 )-locally integrable, respectively) on h(U n Q).

Let u and / be locally integrable forms on M, having degrees (n - 1)

and n, respectively. Recall that du f on a open set Q oî M in the distribution
sense, if for any cp e Cj(Q),

Îdq> au - I (p/.
M J M

Theorem 5.3. Let Q be a Cl domain of M, and u a

(n - \)-form compactly supported in M. Assume that u is uniformly
(n - \)-locally integrable and absolutely continuous on Q, and that the

singular set

<A(u) : (Q\iQ) n sup u

has (n - I)-dimensional Hausdorff measure zero.

If u is integrable on bQ and du (taken in the sense of distribution
theory) is integrable on Q, then

(..[[JJq

Proof. Using a smooth partition of unity and then working in local

coordinates we can assume that M RL In this case, the conclusion is

provided by Theorem 4.1.
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Note that, here again it suffices to have the "uniform" part of the local

(n — l)-integrability condition for u fulfilled only on a small neighborhood

of &*(u) (cf. also Remark 4.3).

Definition 5.4. A closed subset A of M is said to have an almost

regular boundary if A coincides with the closure of its interior and if there

exist a family (S/)/g/ of C1 submanifolds of M and a locally finite
family (C/)/6/ of compact subsets of M suchthat:

(1) Ci C Si, for any i e I, and C, n Cj 0, for all i j
(the interiors are taken in Sl and in Sj9 respectively);

(2) Ci n Cj has (n - 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure zero for
all i j;

(3) 6v4 U/e/C/.

Note that if A has an almost regular boundary, then

Q : A u I U Ci j
o

(the interior of A is taken in M) is a C1 domain with border bQ u/ e/C/.
If u is an integrally continuous (n - l)-form on M, it follows that u is

o

integrable on each oriented submanifold C/ (with the standard orientation
o

induced by A). Since 8C, has zero measure in Si, we can define

f £ u
J 0^4 1 6 1 J

whenever A n supp u is compact. Hence, without further proof, we can
state the following.

Theorem 5.5. Let A be a subset of M with an almost regular
boundary. If u is a (n - \)-form which is uniformly (n - \)-locally
integrable on M, absolutely continuous on M, andfor which A n supp u
is compact, then u is integrable on dA,du is integrable on A and
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6. Tests for the equalities du f and du f in the weak sense

Let Q ç R" be a fixed open set in Rn. In this section we let «^(Q) denote
the collection of all rectangles Q contained in Q and having p(Q) ^ c0, for
a fixed real number 1 < c0 < + oo.

First, we shall give a coordinate free definition of the exterior differentiation

operation. This builds on the classical work of Pompeiu [Po2] for
the case n 2 (cf. also the results in §7).

Definition 6.1. A (n— I)-form u which is locally (n - l)-integrable
on Q is said to be exteriorly differentiable at a e Q if the limit

1 [
c : — lim I u

Q \ a Xn (Q) J g q

exists in C. More specifically, we assume that there exists a complex
number c so that, for any s > 0, there exists an open neighborhood
U c Q of a such that

u - cXn(Q) < Z^n(Q)

for all Q e Q C U.

We then set u'{a):=c and dua : cni a • • • a nn, where

are the canonical coordinate projections of Rn.

For n 1, u' becomes the usual derivative of the function u. Our next
theorem collects several exterior differentiability criteria for (n - 1)-forms.

nTheorem 6.2. Let u £/=i(- 1),_ lutdxi a • • • a<7x/a • • • /\dxn
be a locally {n - 1 )-integrable form on Q.

(1) If the function uifi 1,..., « are differentiable at a e Q,
then u is exteriorly differentiable at a and

A du,
«'(«) Z — («) •

im 1 dXi

(2) If u satisfies one of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 1.3,

then u is exteriorly differentiable at almost every point of Q and
u' e Lx (Q, loc). In particular-, this is the case if u is absolutely
continuous or integrally Lipschitz on Q.
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Proof. By hypotheses, there exist some numbers e R and some

functions £,/ which are continuous and vanish at a, such that

n

Ui(x) Ui(a) + £ CijiXj-aj) + Ç/(x)||*- a\\, /= 1,2, ...,«.
7=1

A straightforward computation then yields u'(a) I-=1C//.
The second part of the conclusion follows directly from Theorem 1.3

and Lebesgue's differentiation theorem.

Now we consider a /»-form u £|'7| ^puidx! on Q, 0 ^ p ^ n - 1.

Here £ ' indicates that the sum is performed over the set of all strictly

increasing multi-indices I of length p, i.e. all ordered ^-tuples of the

form I (û ip), with 1 ^ ix < • • • < ip ^ n. Also, dx1 stands for

dxh A-" a dXi if I (ii, ip). For each strictly increasing multi-index J
of length p + 1 we introduce the (n - l)-form

uJ := X (~ 1)/_1 D' 8 !/ un dx i a • • • A ; A • • • Ar/xn
i-i \|/| P J

Here s y 0 unless {/} u / - /, in which case s/ is the sign of the

permutation taking //, the concatenation of {/} and /, onto /.
The forms uJ will be called the (n - \)-forms associated to u. Since,

clearly, the application

u {uJ; \j\=p+ 1}

is one-to-one, we can represent a given differential form either by its

coefficients, or by the (n - l)-forms associated to it. In fact, for p — n - 1,

the functions uJ, \j\ n, are precisely the coefficients of the form u.

Furthermore, one can easily check that u is locally integrable if and only
each of its associated (n - l)-forms is locally integrable.

It is natural to use the associated (n - l)-forms to extend the concepts
already defined for p ^ n - 1 to the general case of /?-forms, p ^ n - 1.

More specifically, a /?-form is called locally (n - \)~integrable, exteriorly
differentiable at a, etc, if all its associated (n — 1)-forms have that particular
property. In the case when uJ,s are exteriorly differentiable at a e Q,
we also set

dua : Yé (uJ)'(a)nJ
\j\ P+ i

where nJ:nh a • • • a njp+if Uu-Jp+i)-
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Suppose now that u £ ni
l - 1) 1 ^1 ut dxi a • • • a clXi a • • • a dxn is a

(n - l)-form on Q. For 0 ^ r < l,xeQ, and 0 < s < dist(x, 6Q), we set

v
II "W - "(z) Il

cöx(w, s): sup —
y±z e 5e(x) Il 7 — Z II r

where Bz(x) C R" is the ball of radius 8 centered at x and u(x) is identified
with the point (ux{x), u„(x)) of R", etc.

For a (n — l)-form u on Q and a subset C C Q, we consider the following
conditions :

Condition (a). \i„_i{C) 0, u is locally (n - l)-integrable on Q and

uniformly locally (n - l)-integrable on a neighborhood of C.

Condition (ß). There exists some 0 < r ^ 1 such that \xn + r-i (C) 0,

u is uniformly locally (n - l)-integrable on Q and has the property that

(6.1) <£x(u, 8) O(l), as 8 -> 0

at each point x of Q outside some closed, j -negligible set ACQ.
Condition (y). There exists some 0 ^ r < 1 such that \xn + r^x {C)

< + oo, u is uniformly locally (n - l)-integrable on Q and has the

property that

(6.2) cox(w, 8) o(l), as 8 0

at each point x of Q outside some closed, 5 -negligible set A C Q.

The main results of this section are the following.

Theorem 6.3. Consider a complex-valued, locally (n - \)-integrable
p-form u on Q. Let (Cv)v be an at most countable collection

of closed subsets of Q such that, for each v and each associated

(n - I)-form uJ of u, the pair (uJ,Cv) satisfies one of the conditions

(a)-(y) stated above. Furthermore, assume that for any multiindex J

1

(6.3) limsup
qIx k„(Q) 9 Q

< + 00

at any xeQ\(uvCv).
Then, for each /, the restriction of uJ to any relatively compact open

subdomain of Q is integrally Lipschitz. In particular, u is exteriorly
differentiable almost everywhere on Q.

Theorem 6.4. Let u be a complex-valued locally integrable p-form
which is locally (n - \)-integrable on Q and let (Cv)v be a as in
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Theorem 6.3. Also, set A: uVCV and consider a complex-valued

(p + 1 )-form f in Ll (£1, loc). Furthermore, assume that at least one of
the following conditions is fulfilled:

(1) A is closed, u is integrally continuous on Q\A and du f in

the distribution sense on Q\A;
(2) u is exteriorly differentiable on Q\A and dux - fx at each

point x e Q\A.
Then du f in the distribution sense on Q.

Remark 6.5. For integrally continuous forms u such that the limit
in (6.3) vanishes for each /, Theorem 6.3 gives sufficient conditions for the

equality du — 0 to hold in the distribution sense on Q.

Moreover, in the case / 0, Theorem 6.4 furnishes tests for a p-form
to be closed, too. Theorem 6.3 also gives absolute continuity criteria for
integrally continuous forms. In turn, these can be used to further improve
the main results of §4 and §5.

The proofs of these theorems will be accomplished in a series of lemmas.

Lemma 6.6. Let u be a locally (n - \)-integrable (n — I)-form
on Q, / a locally integrable n-form on Q, and let

(6.4) (p(Q) : u- /,
Jaq JJQ

for Q e M(Q). Also, let C be a closed subset of Q. If the pair
(u, C) fulfills one of the conditions (a)-(y) stated above, then the set C
is (cp, 0)-negligible.

Proof. If (a) is the fulfilled condition, then the statement follows from
an obvious variant of Lemma 4.2, (3). To complete the proof in the remaining
cases, let us consider 0 ^ r < 1 such that C has finite (n + r - 1)-dimensional
Hausdorff measure. Also, let A C Q with |i«_i(A) 0 be the exceptional
set appearing in the statement of the conditions (ß) and (y). Finally, we
fix a rectangle Q e &(Q) and two small numbers 8, Ô > 0.

Consider now two paved sets P,R c Q such that Q n C C P and
Q n A CR. Without any loss of generality we can assume that 0 < 8

< dist(A, dP) and that p„_j(0i?) < 6. We can also assume that there exist
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finitely many cubes .Ri, ...,Rm with diameters inferior to 8 so that (Rv)=1
o

is a subdivision of P\R and such that

m

£ diam(i?v)" + ''~1 ^ n„ + r_!(C) + e

v 1

Next, let (Qi)iei be a subdivision of Q such that (Qi)ieix (jRv)i
for some Ix ç / and that, for some I2 Q /, (Ô/)/e/2 is a subdivision of R.
We set / := /i u /2. As a consequence, g, n A 0 for each i $J. Also,

S <P (Qi) — X I u + I u
ieJ v= 1 J QRV J ôi?

11 /.
Going further, for v 1, m we fix some points xv e Rv and set

u(xv):= Y, (~ 1 Ui(xv)dxi a • • • a chci a • • • dxn
/ i

Then

(w - W(xv)) < I (w - M(Xv))

where the sum runs over the faces of Rv. For instance, if o is a face of Rv

on which X\ constant, then

(ui - U\ (xv)) dx2 a • • • a dxn
a

All in all, we get that

^ SUp I Ui(x) - U\ (xv) I \in- i((5)

^ cn(ùXv(u, s) diam(i?v)"

for some positive constant cn depending solely on n. Adding up in v we

obtain

(6.5) ^ ^ni<\^n + r- \ (G) + s) max co(w, s)
1 ^ v ^ m

Now, given 0 > 0, there exist s0, 80 > 0 such that for any 0< 8 < e0,
0 < 5 < 80 we have | | < 6/3. Also, if 80 is sufficiently small,
from the uniform locally (n - l)-integrability of u we infer that

1 Je*« I < 6/3-
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At this point, we fix s0, 60 and, by (6.1) (or 6.2), respectively), conclude

that coXv(M,e) O(l) (or o(1), respectively) as e0, uniformly in v.

Using this, (6.4) and the assumptions concerning the size of \in + r-i(C),
we get I I < 0/3, provided s is small enough.

Summarizing, for 8 and ô as above, we see that | H/6j(p(ô/)| < Q,

and the conclusion follows.

Lemma 6.7. Let u be a (n - \)-form which is locally (n - \)-inte-
grable on Q and has real-valued coefficients, and let (Cv)v be an at
most countable collection of closed subsets of Q such that each pair
(w, Cv) satisfies one of the conditions (a) - (y). Set A: uVCV and
let f be a locally integrable n-form on Q, also having real-valued

coefficients.

If u is exteriorly differentiable on Q\A and u'(x)^f(x) for
all ig Q\v4, then

(6.6) I u ^ /
J

9Q J J Ö

for any Q e &(Q).

Proof. Let us first assume that / is lower semi-continuous on Q. We

shall verify the condition (2) in Theorem 3.4 for the additive functions (p

introduced in (6.3), and t: Xn. To this effect, let us fix a e Q\Z and
consider a nested sequence of rectangles (Qv)v such that c\vQv {a}.
Since u is exteriorly differentiable at a and since / is lower semi-continuous
it follows that

liminf I U u'(a) ^ f(a) ^ limsup II /.v M6v)Jaß> - ^v(Öv) J Je/
Consequently,

r <p(6v) ^ nlimmf ^ 0
v K(Qv)

and the conclusion is provided in this case by the equivalence (1) & (2)
in Theorem 3.4.

Finally, as

|| / inf < || g; g lower semi-continuous and ^ /
the general case obviously reduces to the one just considered.
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Lemma 6.8. Suppose that u,f,A, are as in the first part of
Lemma 6.6. In addition, assume that at least one of the following two
conditions holds:

(1) A is closed and \QQu \\Qf for any Q e &(Q) such that
Q nA 0;

(2) u is exteriorly differentiable on Q\A and dux fx for all
x e Q\A.

Then

L-II/
for any Q e &(Q).

Proof. In the first case the assertion follows directly from Lemma 6.6

and Theorem 3.4. As for the second one, the conclusion is immediately seen

from Lemma 6.6.

Lemma 6.9. Consider f= ^\j\ p + \fjdxJ a locally integrable
(P + I)-form on Q, and let u be a locally integrable p-form on Q.
Then du f in the distribution sense if and only if duJ fjdxx
a • • • a dxn in the distribution sense for any J, | J | p + 1.

Proof. For any smooth form u and for any |/| p + 1, a routine
calculation shows that

dvJ (dv)jdxi a • • • a dxn

The general case then follows from this observation and a standard

regularization technique.

Now we are ready to present the proofs of the main results of this
section.

Proof of Theorem 6.3. The conclusions of the theorem are readily seen

from Lemma 6.6, Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 6.2.

Proof of Theorem 6.4. Using Lemma 6.8 one can reduce matters

to p n - 1, in which case the theorem follows from Lemma 6.7 and

Theorem 1.3.
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In the last part of this section we shall present similar results for the usual

8 operator acting on differential forms. Let Q C Cn be an open set, and let

u= E' £' uI,KdzIAdzK
\I\ P \K\ - q

be a (p, ^)-form onQ,0^p^n,0^q^n- 1. For any multi-indices /, J

with 111 « p and | J | q + 1, we set

w/,j:= (_ !)*+/>£ (- îy-1 I zjjKuI>Kj dz{l>2>-'n} Adz iA • • • Adz / A din-

The forms u^J are called the (n, n - l)-/orras associated to u. The concepts

of integral continuity, etc, are introduced for (p, #)-forms as in the real

case. We have the following.

Theorem 6.10. Let u be a locally integrable, complex-valued form

of type (p, q), which is also locally (n - \)-integrable on an open

subset Q of Cn. Let (Cv)v be a sequence of closed subsets of Q

such that each pair (V-7, Cv) satisfies one of the conditions (a)-(y).
Also, let A uVCV anc/ let f be a locally integrable form of type

(/?, q + 1) Q.

Assume that at least one of the following conditions is valid:

(1) A is closed, u is integrally continuous on Q\^4 and du f
in the distribution sense on Q\^4;

(2) u is exteriorly differentiable on Q\A and dux fx at each

point x e Q\A.
Then du f in the distribution sense on Q.

The proof is completely similar to the proof of the Theorem 6.4, hence

omitted.

Remark 6.11. For / 0 we obtain tests for a (p,q)~form to be

8-closed, and for p q 0 tests for a function u to be holomorphic. The

latter are well-known and due to Pompeiu [Pol] in the case n 1. Our
theorem also extends the holomorphy tests of [BM] and [Shi] in the case

n ^ 2. Note that for n 2, p q 0, A 0 and / 0, we obtain the
classical Goursat lemma.

Before we conclude this section, let us note that Theorem 6.3 naturally
extends to the several complex variable setting and that this can also be used

to obtain holomorphy criteria (cf. also [L]).
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7. Some applications to hypercomplex function theory

The Clifford algebra associated with R" endowed with the Euclidean
metric is the enlargement of R77 to a unitary algebra not generated (as an

algebra) by any proper subspace of R" and such that x2 - [x|2, for
any x e R77. By polarization, this identity becomes

xy + yx - 2<x,y>

for any x, ye R77. In particular, if {ej}]=l is the standard basis of R77,

one should have

Py'P/c ^k^j 20jk

Consequently, ej - 1 and ejek -ekej for any j 3= k. In particular,
any element u e Mn can be uniquely represented in the form u — X^ 0

H \i\~ kuiei* with M/ e R, where stands for the product ei} • ei2 • • eik

if I (ii, i2, ik) (we make the convention that e0 : 1). More detailed

accounts on these matters can be found in [BDS], [Mi].
The higher dimensional analogue of the form dz extensively used in the

complex analysis of one variable is the .^-valued (n — l)-form
n /\co : £ - l)7 ~1 ej dx\ a • • • a dxj a • • • a dxn

7 1

For a compact Lipschitz domain Q in Rn, we let do stand for the usual

surface measure induced on 9Q by the Euclidean metric on R", and let N
denote the outward unit normal to Q defined do-almost everywhere on dû.
As Rn C sdn, the vector valued function N can also be regarded as

a -valued function on ÔQ. In fact, if i denotes the inclusion of 0Q

into R", then

i* (co) Ndo

An -valued function u defined on an open subset Q of Rn is called

integrally continuous, etc, provided the sdn-valued (n - l)-form wco has

the corresponding property. Recall the generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator

D:= t eJQJ
7=1

Let M(Q) be as defined at the beginning of §6. We also make the following
definition.
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Definition 7.1.

(I) if u — is an „-valued function defined on Q ç R"

whose components («/)/ are differentiable functions at a point a e Q

then we define the action of D on u at a e Q by

" 8m7
(Du) (fl): E E — (a)e.-e/

;=i / 9x,-

If u and f are two locally integrable sf„-valued functions

on Q, then we say that Du f in the distribution sense on Q provided

ÎL"-ÎL \|ifdx
Q

for any real-valued, smooth functions \j/5 compactly supported in Q.

(3) A locally (n - 1)-integrable, sd„-valued function u is called

Clifford differentiable at a e Q if the limit

u'(a):= lim ~ 7^7 I Nu do
Qia 9 Q

exists in s/n.

The solutions of the (generalized) Cauchy-Riemann equations Du 0

are called monogenic functions.
The theorems we are about to describe now are more or less immediate

corollaries of the results obtained so far and we shall omit the proofs.

Theorem 7.2. Let u be a integrally continuous valued function
on the open set Q of R" C sdn. The following are equivalent.

(1) There exists f e L\oc (Q, Nn such that

Nudo fdx
9Q JJQ

for any Q e &{Q).
(2) There exists a real-valued, positive function g e Ll (£1, loc) such

that

for any Q e M(Q).

Nudo iL< 11 gdx
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(3) For any Q e &(Q) and any s > 0, there exists ô > 0 such that

NiUdöi < e

for any subdivision (ßz)/e/ of Q and any Jcl such that

E/e./Mß/)^8.
(4) The function u is Clifford differentiable almost everywhere on Q,

u' is locally integrable on Q and

Nude u' dxIL"'*
for any Q e

(5) The function u is Clifford differentiable almost everywhere on Q,
u' is locally integrable on Q and

Nu do 1 I u'dx
9K J Jx

for any compact Lipschitz domain K C Q.

(6) Du, taken in the distribution sense, belongs to L\oc(Q, -Nn).

If these equivalent conditions are fulfilled, then also u' Du a.e. on Q.

Theorem 7.3. Let u be a sdn-valued, uniformly (n - 1 ^-integrable
function in R", which is absolutely continuous in the special Lipschitz
domain Q of R" C s$n. Also, suppose that supp u is compact.

p „ _ i (supp u n Q \ Q) 0

u is integrable on bQ, and that Du is integrable on Q.

Then

f *„*,.[[
J bQ J J

Dudx
ù

The next application is a refined version of the Pompeiu integral
representation formula for j^-valued functions ([Mo], [Te]). To this effect, we

shall call a locally (n - 1)-integrable function u mean-continuous at

a e Q if

lim I
I u(x) - u(a) | do 0

Qia \in - I (Q) J
QQ

Also, let (ùn stand for the area of the unit sphere in Rn.
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Theorem 7.4. LetQ be acompact Lipschitz domain in R" C sd„

and let u be a sLn-valued,uniformly(n - \)-locally integrable function

on R", which is absolutely continuous on Q and mean-continuous

almost everywhere on Q.Then,at almost every point a e Q, we have

u(a) — -—f N{x)u(x)do(x)+ — [[

This extends the results in [Te], [Mo], [Bo], [BDS], [HL]. Moreover, a

similar result is valid for the Martinelli-Bochner integral representation

formula (cf. [HL]).

Theorem 7.5. Assume that Q is an open subset of R" C sAn.

Let u be a locally integrable, sdn-valued function which is also locally

(n - \)~ integrable on Q. Let (Cv)v be an at most countable collection of
closed subsets of Q such that each pair (m, Cv) satisfies one of the

conditions (a)-(y) stated in §6. Set A: uvCv and also let f be a

locally integrable sdn -valued function on Q.

Assume that at least one of the following conditions holds:

(1) A is closed, u is integrally continuous on Q\A and Du / in

the distribution sense on Q\H;
(2) u is Clifford differentiable at each point of Q\H and

u'(x) f(x) for any x e Q\A.
Then Du f in the distribution sense on Q.

Note that, for / 0, Theorem 7.3 gives sufficient conditions for u to be

monogenic. These are substantially weaker than the ones presented in the

literature (cf. e.g. [BDS]).
In our final application we briefly explain how the above theorem

extends to more general linear first order differential operators. In doing
so, it is convenient to slightly alter the definition of uniform locally
(n - l)-integrability, and replace (4.1) by

Iu I do < s

c

With this modification, the uniform locally (n - l)-integrability condition
becomes invariant under multiplication with locally bounded functions.

Also, a locally (n - 1)-integrable function will be called locally integrally
bounded in Q, if for any K e comp(Q) there exist 0, k > 0 such that for
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any Lipschitz (n - 1)-dimensional submanifold C of R", C ç K, with

\yn-\ (C) < 0 we have

\u\do < K

c

Consider now a linear, first order, differential operator

n

P a0{x)+ £ "iW8;.
j= 1

where the .^-valued functions ...>an are locally Lipschitz continuous

on Q, and a0 is a locally essentially bounded function on Q. Let P* stand

for the formal transpose of P, i.e.

P* |«o(x) - £ (a jClj)(x)j+ £

Also, for any ÇeR", the symbol of P is defined by oP(^) : \ jejaj•
Recall that for two .^-valued, locally integrable functions u and / on Q

we have that Pu f in the distribution sense, if

P*(V)W Mff
J J Q J J Q

for any real-valued test function \j/ on Q.

Let u be a locally (n - 1)-integrable function on Q. We shall say that u

is P-differentiable at x e Q provided that the limit

Pu(x) := lim —-— | I I P*(l)w + I oP(N)udo 1

Qix X n(Q I jjg J
QQ

J

exists in .rfn. Proceeding as in Theorem 6.2, one can readily see that if u

is actually differentiable at x e Q, and if

lim —-— I a0 (y) - a0 (x) | dy *= 0

Qix Xn (Q) JJÖ

then u is P-differentiable at x and Pu(x) a0(x)u(x) + £"=1 aj(x) dju(x).
The following result is an extension of Theorem 3.1.10 in [Hö].

Theorem 7.6. With the above definitions, consider u,f two locally

integrable .<zfn-valued functions on Q, and let (Cv)v be an at most

countable collection of closed subsets of Q. Assume that u is also locally
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integrally bounded. Suppose that at least one of the following conditions

holds:

(1) for each v, the pair (w, Cv) satisfies the condition (a);
(2) a0 0 and for each v, the pair (u, Cv) satisfies one of the

conditions (a) - (y).

Finally, set A : uvCv and assume that u is P-differentiable at each

point of Q\A and that Pu(x) f{x) for any x e Q\A. Then

Pu f in the distribution sense on Q.

Let us finally note that, due to the non-commutativity of the Clifford
algebra s/n for n ^ 3, the results presented in this section are not in the most

general form. For instance, one could consider the Clifford differentiation
operator defined for ordered pairs of „(/„-valued functions (w, v) by

1 f
(u,u)':= lim I uNvdo

Ola Xn (Q) J qq

for which all our techniques apply as well (cf. also [Hel,2]). However, we
leave the details of this matter to the interested reader.
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